No. ITL- D190505002-2

Applicant : Kuantech (Cambodia) Corporation Limited
Address : Phum Chormpul, Khum P’pel, Srok Tramkork, Takeo Province, Kingdom of Cambodia
Product : AC ADAPTOR
Model No. : KSA-15E-051yyyHz (More details see the report)
Technical data : Input: 100-240V~ 50/60Hz 0.5A
                Output: 5.1Vdc 0.01~3.0A

The above product, has been type-tested for compliance with
Conducted Emissions with limits of ICES-003 Class B described at Table 2 of Section 6.1
Radiated Emissions with limits of ICES-003 Class B described at Table 5 of Section 6.2
in a Listed test laboratory according to IC rules for measuring devices. Enclosed please find the verification test report.
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